THE PROPERTY SPECIALISTS

INTRODUCING CREATIVE
THE PROPERTY SPECIALISTS
We are a team of creative specialists based in Berkshire, who thrive on taking your project,
adding our vision and desire to make it a reality. Whether it is our expert commercial or
residential design and build team or our branding and marketing department, we have a
service that is perfect for you.
Our focus at Creative remains on exceeding our client’s expectations throughout every step
of the design & construction process from conception to feasibility. No two projects are
ever the same, each one presenting their own unique set of challenges, complexities &
requirements. It is our approach and understanding of these that truly sets us apart and
has formed the backbone of our continued success.
Success in the design & construction industries is generated by integrity and continuing
to deliver on your word. At Creative we pride ourselves on our Clients returning time and
time again, secure in the knowledge that we combine our vast knowledge of construction,
business and logistics.
No matter at what stage you are in the development process, there is never a bad time
to speak to Creative. Whether you are looking at your first piece of land, already mid-way
through construction on-site, or a seasoned veteran, we have a service which will benefit
your needs.

PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
We can assist you in sourcing land opportunities, followed by an in-depth feasibility study
which focusses on what design approach, quantity, finish and target audience will offer
the best yield. Achieving a plot that not only makes efficient use of your available space,
but also has the desired appeal to your potential buyers comes from years of experience
marketing a wide range of properties. Our designers have specialised in this area for over
a decade and are here to assist you in making the right choices to satisfy these often
opposite requirements.
Our wider understanding of your end objectives allows us to bring balance to the many
important decisions. When designing the individual layouts of each plot, we are already
thinking of how it will work for your potential buyers and how we can best market the
space. It is this rounded approach that helps us to maximise the space and value of each
unique perspective

PACKAGE ONE
INITIAL SITE LAYOUT FEASIBILITY
This is our entry package and offers the chance to explore the possibilities of the site as a
whole. The site plan includes the following items:
• Plot layouts - Number of properties and how they will be divided up
• Build areas - This indicates the rough location of the houses which enables bigger or
smaller houses where needed
• Style Guide - A recommendation of house styles and architectural approach based on the
locale

HOUSE TYPES

PACKAGE TWO
INTERMEDIATE SITE LAYOUT WITH BASIC FLOOR PLANS
Our intermediate package is a more developed version of package one. In addition to
everything contained in package one it also includes:
• Developed site plan showing local access routes, communal areas and house types
• Individual floor plans showing typical house dimensions for one, two, three and four bed
house types.
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DEVELOPED SITE LAYOUT WITH FLOOR PLANS &
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This package is a more developed version of packages one and two. In addition to
everything contained in previously it also includes:
• Developed site plan showing local access routes, communal areas and house types
• Rough planting and surfacing
• House types - plans and elevations based on proposed area style guide
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BESPOKE SITE SCHEME
WITH SITE SPECIFIC HOUSING DESIGN
Often, a project requires a bespoke design to create a scheme that suits the site and local
area. A good design will maximise the space not just in efficiency, but in maximising the
space for the potential buyers’ style of living. This in turn adds value to the site.
We understand the ‘Value Engineering’ approach of reducing unnecessary cost and
increasing sustainability whilst providing an optimum solution to increase the value of your
project.

PROPERTY MARKETING
When you are ready to take your property to market (in our experience it’s never too
early), whether residential or commercial premises, Creative are there to advise and assist
in all areas, starting with the simple things such as a development name, logo or brochure.
Potential buyers have many options and making the right impression throughout their buying
journey will not only increase the number of interested parties, but maintain the full value of
what you have created in the physical property. Branding is not a one hit wonder, if done
properly with foresight, it will allow you to build a regular stream of clients that want to live
in your homes for years to come. This is also applicable from an investor’s perspective
Selling off plan is key to a lot of new build developments. If this is your vision, by utilising
modern technologies alongside traditional methods including signage and print, Creative offer
new experiences which enable potential buyers to truly understand and feel their new home.
Our design and visualisation team bring your plans to life with full computer generated
imagery (CGI). This is however, just the start. Virtual reality allows us to push the
boundaries of visualisation to another level, giving our clients new and exciting ways to
experience and understand a building or space long before it is actually built. With Virtual
reality, Creative can transmit not just what a building will look and feel like, but place the
potential buyer into the lifestyle they aspire to achieve.

VISUALISATION & CGI’S
Of course, plans are nothing if you or your potential clients can’t see what their dream
will look like. This is where our development planning design and visualisation team come
in, bringing your plans to life and making them easy for all to visualise. Whether this
is through impressionistic artwork or full computer generated imagery (CGI). With CGI,
we take all of the sketches and intentions and make them real with detailed walkthrough
experiences. The advantage? You can feel the space you are about to embark upon.
This visualisation will make the intended space far more real to you or your potential
customer than simple plan drawings or even mood boards and palettes. Imagine having a
virtual walk around your new space before it is even created. The dreams of buying and
living start to become very real, and it is totally possible with our design and visualisation
service.

INTERIOR DESIGN & SOURCING
Our interior design team has a vast range of partners to choose from and can source furniture, fixtures and fittings that cannot be found on the high street. Regardless of whether
you know exactly what you want or need inspiration, we can create the right mix of products and supply them for you.
Creative take the hassle out of the procurement process and provide a true turnkey service
saving you time and money. By allowing us to help with the design and supply of your
show home room/sales office dressings, furniture and fixtures, we have complete control
over delivering the impression you want within the time and financial budgets set.

VIRTUAL REALITY (VR)
You are standing in an elegant house, admiring the large living-room windows, the
paintings on the wall, and the spacious kitchen. Pendant lights cast a soft glow, the oak
flooring gleams beneath your feet, the furnishings feel inviting. Then you take off the
virtual-reality goggles and resume your meeting.
Virtual reality allows us to push the boundaries of visualisation, giving our clients new ways
to experience and understand a building or space long before it is actually built. With VR,
Creative can transmit not just what a building will look like, but also what it will feel like.

SITE SPECIFIC BRANDING
LITERATURE & BROCHURE DESIGN
When you need to market property, whether residential or commercial premises, Creative
have the expertise. Starting with the simple things such as a logo or brochure for your
property. Potential buyers have many options and providing the right impression throughout
their experience will not only increase the number of interested parties, but also maintain
and celebrate the magnitude of what you have created in the physical property.
Our design service helps to portray the property in the best light, even when the
buyer is not on the property, often even before they see the real thing. This portrayal
and conceptualisation allows the work carried out, and future sales to speak for itself.
Visualisations can play a key role in any literature you create, whether for on-line or offline marketing of your property.

DEVELOPMENT SITE SIGNAGE
DESIGN, PRODUCTION & INSTALLATION
We can provide the right signage and print for your marketing requirements. By the time
the new owners step foot into their space, their senses have already been heightened by
the appearance of the exterior, and they’re already excited about the prospect of being the
new owners. All of that is viewed through often just a simple property marketing brochure
or the signs that lead the potential owners to viewings.
Not only should they all be designed correctly, but the specification of what materials to
use can also be a big selling point. Let us help you to get the finishing touches just right.
When you work with Creative, you will soon discover for yourself that our design team
knows how to get the specifications just right. Balancing these requests with the atmosphere
you want to create, and within the budgets you have set is all possible with us.
SIGNAGE AND PRINT

APPLICATIONS
IPAD AND TABLET APPS
If you wish to create digital brochures and guides, we can create interactive e-brochures
and digital guides, utilising the content already produced.
You can also turn your catalog into an app! Our digital catalog software lets you create
interactive e-catalogs, product brochures, fashion look books and other retail material. With
the advantage of a touch screen, instead of print, you can add video and audio, zooming,
slideshows and 360-degrees product spins.
Open up a whole new world of possibilities by choosing digital publishing.
Start your digital publishing today!
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